
	  
	  

To examine smectic spatial organization, we next define ameasure
analogous to equation (3) of C4 symmetry breaking in modulations
with Sx, Sy as:

OQ
s (e)~

Re~ZZ(Sy , e){Re~ZZ(Sx , e)
!ZZ(e)

!5"

For all samples studied, OQ
s (e)

!! !! is found to be very low and independent

of energy (Fig. 4b). Obviously, OQ
s (e)

!! !! is low at low e because these
states are dispersive Bogoliubovquasiparticles6–8 but,more importantly,

OQ
s (e)

!! !! showsno tendency to becomewell established at the pseudogap
energy (Fig. 4b).

To separate the nematic and smectic contributions in Z(r, e), we
examine the spatial fluctuations of each ordering tendency by defining
coarse-grained r-space order parameter fields OQ

n (r,e) and OQ
s (r,e)

using the coarsening length scales 1/Ln and 1/Ls shown as red and blue
circles in Fig. 2 (Supplementary Information section VI). The resulting
OQ

n (r,e) andO
Q
s (r,e) (movies in the Supplementary Information) show

thatOQ
s (r,e) spatially fluctuateswildly in the entire energy rangewhereas

the spatial fluctuation ofOQ
n (r,e) rapidly subsides as it approaches e< 1.

This dramatic difference is summarized in plots of the correlation
lengths jn(e) and js(e) extracted from OQ

n (r,e) and OQ
s (r,e) (Fig. 4b),

wherein jn(e) diverges to the FOV size at e< 1. The representative
spatial images of OQ

n (r, e~1) and OQ
s (r, e~1) in Fig. 4c and d show

how distinct are the spatial structures of OQ
n (r, e) and OQ

s (r, e).
Our results also provide a new perspective which, by using C2 sym-

metry as a common theme, may help to unify the understanding of

angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES), neutron scattering and
spectroscopic-imaging STM studies of broken electronic symmetries
within the pseudogap phase. ARPES reveals spontaneous dichroism of
the k5 (1,0)p/a0 and k5 (0,1)p/a0 states

24, exhibiting C2 symmetry
because the opposite sign of the effect occurs at k5 (1,0)p/a0 and
k5 (0,1)p/a0 (ref. 24). These excitations, which are probably mag-
netic, appear at T* in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81 d. The unusual magnetic order
detected by polarized neutron diffraction at the Bragg peak25,26 consists
ofmagneticmoments of about 0.1mB (where mB is the Bohrmagneton)
exhibiting C2 symmetry. These intra-unit-cell signals appear at T* in
bothYBa2Cu3O61 x (ref. 25) andHgBa2CuO41 d (ref. 26). Our studies
reveal intra-unit-cell, C2 symmetric excitations at the pseudogap
energy and that these effects are associated primarily with electronic
inequivalence at the two O sites within the CuO2 unit cell. Given the
many common characteristics observed by these diverse techniques, it
is reasonable to consider whether ARPES, neutron diffraction and
spectroscopic-imaging STM are detecting the same excitations with
the samebroken symmetries. If so, the pseudogap excitations of under-
doped copper oxides would represent weakly magnetic states at the O
sites within each CuO2 unit cell, the electronic structure of which
breaks C4 symmetry. Then, the electronic symmetry breaking that
occurs on entering the pseudogap phase would be due to the electronic
nematic state visualized here, for the first time to our knowledge (Figs 3
and 4). Finally, the nematicity found in electronic transport27, thermal
transport28 and the spin excitation spectrum29 of YBa2Cu3O61 x could
then occur because the Ising domains of OQ

n (r, e) become aligned by
the strong orthorhombicity of its crystal structure30.
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Figure 3 | Nematic ordering and O-site specificity of
v<D1 pseudogap states. a, Topographic image T(r) of the
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81 d surface. The inset shows that the real part of its Fourier
transform ReT(q) does not break C4 symmetry at its Bragg points because
plots of T(q) show its values to be indistinguishable at Qx5 (1, 0)2p/a0 and
Qy5 (0, 1)2p/a0. Importantly, this means that neither the crystal nor the tip
used to image it (and its Z(r, v) simultaneously) exhibits C2 symmetry
(Supplementary Information section V). The bulk incommensurate crystal
supermodulation is seen clearly here; as always, it is at 45u to, and therefore is
the mirror plane between, the x and y axes. For this symmetry reason it has
no influence on the electronic nematicity discussed in this paper. b, The
Z(r, e5 1) image measured simultaneously with T(r) in a. The inset shows
that the Fourier transform Z(q, e5 1) does break C4 symmetry at its Bragg
points because Re~ZZ(Qx, e~1)=Re~ZZ(Qy, e~1) . This means that, on
average throughout the FOVof a and b, themodulations ofZ(r,v<D1) that
are periodic with the lattice have different intensities along the x axis and
along the y axis. This is a priori evidence for electronic nematicity in the
pseudogap states v<D1. c, The value of O

Q
n (e) defined in equation (3)

computed from Z(r, e) data measured in the same FOV as a and b. Its
magnitude is low for all v,D0 and then rises rapidly to become well
established near e< 1 or v<D1. Thus the quantitative measure of intra-
unit-cell electronic nematicity established in equations (1) and (3) reveals
that the pseudogap states in this FOV of a strongly underdoped
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 sample are nematic. d, Topographic image T(r) from the
region identified by a small black box in a. It is labelled with the locations of
the Cu atom plus both the O atoms within each CuO2 unit cell (labels shown
in the inset). Overlaid is the location and orientation of a Cu and four
surrounding O atoms using a representation similar to that of Fig. 2c. e, The
simultaneous Z(r, e5 1) image in the same FOV as d (the region identified
by small white box in b) showing the same Cu and O site labels within each
unit cell (see inset). Thus the physical locations at which the nematic
measure OR

n (e) of equation (4) is evaluated are labelled by the dashes.
Overlaid is the location and orientation of a Cu atom and four surrounding
O atoms using a representation similar to that of Fig. 2c. f, The value ofOR

n (e)
in equation (4) computed from Z(r, e) data measured in the same FOV as
a and b. As in c, its magnitude is low for all v,D0 and then rises rapidly to
become well established at e< 1 orv<D1. If the function in equation (4) is
evaluated using the Cu sites only, the nematicity is about zero (black
diamonds), as it must be. This independent quantitative measure of intra-
unit-cell electronic nematicity OR

n (e) again shows that the pseudogap states
are strongly nematic and, moreover, that the nematicity is due primarily to
electronic inequivalence of the two O sites within each unit cell.
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Why	  strongly	  correlated	  materials?	  
• The	  parent-‐compounds	  of	  the	  high-‐temperature	  superconducting	  

cuprates	  are	  layered	  Mott	  insulators:	  one	  localized	  electron	  spin	  
on	  each	  lattice	  site.	  

• Upon	  doping,	  a	  whole	  zoo	  of	  complex	  ordered	  phases	  appear	  in	  
between	  the	  antiferromagnetic	  phase	  and	  the	  superconducting	  
phase.	  

• There	  exists	  no	  good	  theory	  due	  to	  strong	  electron	  interactions.	  
The	  fermionic	  nature	  of	  electrons	  makes	  it	  impossible	  to	  solve	  
Hamiltonians	  or	  to	  use	  Monte-‐Carlo.	  

!

Exciton 

V

!

J 

AF	  =	  Antiferromagnetism	  
Just	  the	  normal	  Néel	  state,	  
without	  excitons.	  

New:	  bilayer	  excitons	  
  A	  bilayer	  exciton	  is	  the	  bound	  state	  of	  a	  doubly	  occupied	  and	  a	  vacant	  site.	  
  We	  have	  shown	  that	  the	  dynamics	  of	  a	  single	  (bosonic)	  exciton	  shows	  frustration	  

effects	  similar	  to	  the	  (fermionic)	  hole	  in	  a	  single	  layer.	  [2]	  
  Hence	  now	  we	  can	  try	  to	  understand	  complex	  ordered	  phases	  in	  a	  purely	  bosonic	  

theory!	  
	  

	  

EC	  =	  Exciton	  condensate	  
Superposition	  on	  each	  site	  of	  
singlet	  ground	  state	  with	  
exciton:	  
	  
	  
	  
Usually,	  an	  exciton	  
condensate	  is	  detectable	  via	  
its	  enhanced	  interlayer	  
tunneling.	  [3]	  
However,	  because	  of	  the	  
singlet	  ground	  state	  the	  
tunneling	  of	  opposite	  spin	  
species	  cancels	  eachother.	  
Consequently,	  the	  ‘singlet	  
exciton	  condensate’	  has	  no	  
tunneling	  matrix	  element	  and	  
is	  therefore	  a	  ‘dark’	  exciton	  
condensate.	  

S	  =	  Rung	  singlets	  
Boring	  phase	  without	  excitons,	  
on	  each	  interlayer	  rung	  there	  is	  
a	  singlet	  of	  electron	  spins.	  

EI	  =	  Excitonic	  insulator	  
Boring	  phase	  with	  only	  excitons.	  

Exciton	  condensation	  in	  strongly	  correlated	  electron	  bilayers	  
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Mott insulator with a single hole 

there! 

Eun-Ah Kim and co-workers showed this 
complex electronic patterns in BSCCO [1] 

this is a Mott bilayer 

The spectral function of a bilayer exciton 

	  

Basic	  theoretical	  parameters	  

  Magnetic	  exchange	  coupling,	  both	  in-‐plane	  J	  and	  inter-‐plane	  J⊥	  
  Hopping	  of	  exciton	  t	  scrambles	  up	  AF	  order	  

	  

Model	  Hamiltonian	  
	  

!

Moved exciton Spin mismatch 

Hopping term = exchange of exciton |E> 
with magnetic states | s m > Heisenberg terms 

Mean	  field	  phase	  diagram	  

Interlayer coupling, 
α = J⊥/J 

hopping strength 

exciton chemical  
potential 

Inhomogeneous	  phases	  
In	  the	  shaded	  region,	  the	  
mean	  field	  solution	  is	  
instable	  towards	  
inhomogeneities.	  
Amongst	  the	  possibilities:	  

• Stripe	  phases	  can	  
appear:	  one-‐
dimensional	  ordering	  of	  
exciton	  density.	  

• Phase	  separation	  of	  
excitonic	  regions	  and	  
magnetically	  ordered	  
regions.	  

• Domain	  walls	  or	  other	  
topological	  structures	  in	  
the	  magnetic	  order	  can	  
couple	  to	  exciton	  
condensate	  vortices.	  

	  
The	  role	  of	  electric	  dipole	  
exciton-‐exciton	  interaction	  
in	  phase	  formation	  is	  still	  a	  
subtle	  question.	  
	  

AF order is scrambled! 
H = J
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